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Map 2.2  Prevalence of HIV/AIDS in Thailand by District
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Source: Data from HIV/AIDS and Trafficking Project, United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Bangkok; MOPH.
Map 2.3  Coverage of ART Programs for Symptomatic HIV by Province, March 2004
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Map 2.4  Symptomatic HIV by District- and Province-Level ART Coverage

Reported symptomatic HIV cases, March 2004

ART coverage at the provincial level

Source: Data from HIV/AIDS and Trafficking Project, United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Bangkok; MOPH. Same as above.
Map 2.5  Expansion of NAPHA, 2001–03

Source: Data from MOPH.
Note: No new hospitals joined NAPHA in 2004.
Map 2.6  Rate of ART Use at NAPHA Hospitals
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Source: Data from MOPH.
Map 2.7  NAPHA Hospitals and Presence of Patient Support Groups by District, 2004

Source: Data from HIV/AIDS and Trafficking Project, United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Bangkok; MOPH.
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